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r~bia·mon"d-Pearson 
fSWeep the field 
l'. 
.· The winners of the recent Student iversity Senate, while Greg Vetter 
i_. Government elections have been an- has been chosen to represent the A 
- nounced by Elections Chairperson and S dorm students. 
Jim Landry. University Senate representatives 
As· of press time these· winners for the business students -are Dave 
_were only tentative, official recogni- Ranz (commuter) and Bob Witter 
, tion being contingent upon submis- (dorm). Both Ranz and Witter were 
sion of the campaign expense ac- write-in candidates, . no business 
count to the elections committee, students having submitted petition-s. -
·- yesterday, March 23. Those who The following students have bben 
. failed- to submit the- proper elected to serve on Student Senate: 
,_.budgetary· accounts or those ex- Mary Beth Kroeger (228 votes), 
. ·ceeding budgetary limitations were Frank X. Bujold (223 ,votes), Ken 
._ automatically disqualified. Theimann (192 votes), Mark Car-· 
· The News also learned that discus- dosi ( 175 votes), Mary Kay Kroger 
siori concerning campaign practices ( 150 vo_tes), Royce Anderson (146 
of a senate candidate ensued in a votes), and Marty Brennan (124 
: closed senate meeting Monday. votes)._ 
· Details of the discussion have not Next year's senior class president 
·ill 
Diamond, Pearson win election 
' _, 
Sl•fl Photo br _RICK BEAGLE 
Candidates Jack Diamond and Katie Pearson will serve as Student Government executive officers effec-
tive April 1. As an immediate goal, Diamond is seeking compatibility with the administration and faculty. 
been made available. and vice-president are John O'Con- B k t -f 
••• nor and Mark McCormick. The r· oc man ge s a new roo .-
Jack Diamond and Katie Pearson O'Connor-McCormick ticket . . · _ ' 
~:,defeated the Brooks. - McDowell defeated the Harper-McGuire ticket ~ tick.et for president and vice- 'by 22 votes. Senior class represen- Ku h 1 ·m an- next 0 n the a·g e n-q a . 
!$-president of Student Government tatives will be Stephen Fader and 
Y with 61.3% of the vote. Kathy Keefe. · 
· By RICH LECHLEITER ;~. Jn an interview with the Xavier Write-in candidates Noreen Burns ,.. ... ..,, wr11er 
~;News, newly-elected Student and Denise Houston will serve next Throughout theyear,roofleakage 
major project to a later date. The un- tractors to do the job of replacing the 
iversity is now in the process of roof. 
evaluating bids by three local con- Roofs to page 8 
' Government President Jack Dia- year's junior class as president and problems in Brockman Hall, and es-
rriond stated that, ''Within the next vice-president, respectively. pecially Kuhlman Hall have come to T · 
two weeks we will be making com~ Representatives will be Terry the attention of Housing Director _. rus.-tees meet to hear 
mittee appointments." Headded/'lf C:oleman and Mary Ann, McKay, . , Dave Tom .and,Bi,isiness--Manager :·,._ ~;._ · - · · - -- · · · · 
anyone. is interested ip working· for . also write-ins. The class of '70 had no Tom Stadtmiller. - As' 'a result, - p'·.·--····r·-'o' '-:'p' ,_.o;._, .-; .. s· -;a-·.· _._l __ s. --'·,- ·.- p' r' OJ" e c_t 1" 0 n. s. 
government next year, I wish they official petitions submitted for class replacement of the entire Brockinan 
would approach us now." officers. . roof is near:ly completed after 
"We will·be formulating our goals Next year's sophomores will have months -of work .and numerous 
to present to the faculty and Ad- Tom Hutchinson as president and weather delays. 
. ministration. We'll ask for a short Tom Monroe as vice-president, with In response -to the Brockman 
job description of each faculty and - representatives Mark Ianni and water leakage of January· 15, Stadt-
adrhinistration member in addition Howard Hendrix. Both Hendrix and miller stated that is was not caused 
to their goals for the university in Ianni were also write-in candidates. by a flaw in the roof itself, but rather 
order ·to achieve compatibility and Commuter Council officers will be was a result of a faulty water chase 
direction,"_ Diamond said. -Nanette Bernales, president; Sean pipe adjacent to a vent in the roof. 
In conclusion Diamond said, "I Smith, vice-president; Patty Lira, According to Stadtmiller, that 
would like other newly-elected secretary; and - Dan Mayleben, problem has since been alleviated. 
government members to feel free to. treasurer. ' Returning ·to the situation· in 
express their ideas - it's. not all my· All of the elected candidates will Kuhlman Hall, Stadtmiller said that · 
go~ls, everyone in government must take· office April I, pending proper he . had previously submitted a 
be mvolved." _ submission of ,the campaign budget recommendation to Fr. Mulligan to 
The university Board of Trustees 
met yesterday afternoon, Mar_ch 23. 
As reported to the News the bulk of 
their agenda was taken up by com-
mittee reports. These reports came 
out of the committee sessions held 
earlier in the day. 
The Committee on Academic Af-
fairs discussed the self-study 
program undertaken to prepare for 
the North Central Evaluation, and 
heard Rev. Joseph Angilella's plans 
and projections for the college of 
Arts and Sciences, including his 
ideas on curriculum development: 
Further discussion in the Academic 
Affairs Committee included a report 
·on enrollment by Rev. Francis Bren-
nan, Academic Vice President. 
The Board also heard reports 
from the Financial Committee, Stu-
dent Li,fe Committee, and the 
department of .Development and 
Public Relations. Administrative 
reports were also given directly to 
the Board by vice-presidents Sassen, 
Beumer, Shearer, and Brennan. 
News sources also indicated a 
proposal requesting further study of 
the Greek System at Xavier was to be 
presented to the Committee on Stu-
dent Life.chaired by Michael Con-
aton. -
Ambrose Puttman has been requests to the elections committee, have the entire roof replaced at the 
ele~ted_ to represent the Arts and and barring any effective opposition present rather than to simply repair 
Sciences commuter students on Un- Diamond to page a leaks as they arise and i>0stpone the 
·McCoy retires after 3 decades; 
': , .. ,. 
:'_ ... 
. i 
·.,,,. 
! • ' ' 
: ·:, .,: .. 
Dr. Raymond McCoy 
Retiring as Dean of the Graduate School after serving in this position 
lor :n years. • 
·search comm.ittee formed 
An era is ending.' Dr. Raymond 
McCoy -is retiring as Dean of the 
Graduate School at Xavier. 
Dr. McCoy will step down from 
his positioJl as Dean on September 1, 
-1977, but he is not leaving the field of 
education. He has been appointed to 
a Distinguished Professorship. 
McCoy joined the X. U. faculty in 
, December 1945. He has been Dean 
of the Graduate School since it was 
started in the. summer of 1946. He. 
founded the Department of Educa-
. tion in 1945 and was its first chair-
man; a post he held until 1970. 
After earning his BA 'degree from 
Xavier in English and Mathematics 
he got an MA degree from the Un-
iversity of Cincinnati (1935) in 
English. He went back and earned a 
- Bachelor of Education degree from 
UC ( 1936). In 1939 at age 25 he was 
- the youngest person to receive the 
doctorate in school .administration 
from UC. 
He taught English, was a 
curriculum specialist in English, and 
was Administrative Assistant to the 
superintendent in charge of the 
Bureau of' School research in the 
Cincinnati Public Schools. He was 
the first layman to serve as a 
graduate school dean at a Jesuit Un-
iversity in the United States. He was 
also the first layman to serve on the 
rank and tenure committee. at 
Xavier. He has served~contif!uously 
on that committee for 25 yeai:s. Mc.-
Coy was also chairman_ of the com-
mittee to build the Joseph Center for 
Human Development. 
Dr. McCoy is author.of American 
School Administration: Public 
Catholic.· He co-edited a number of 
Prose and Poetry collections, and 
contributed articles on school ad~ 
ministration and international af-
fairs to a number of publications. He 
was president of the· Catholic 
Association for International Peace 
for three terms and served.four terms 
on the United States Commission 
for UNESCO. 
Under McCoy the graduate 
school made a deliberate effort to 
program for people .with full time 
jobs and limited time available for 
career advancement. Under ·his 
direction, the graduate school has 
grown from 135 students and five 
,·~partments io 3,695 students in 
eleven departments. Its enrollment 
has shifted from 90% catholic in the 
beginning to the present 69% non-
catholic enrollment. About 10% are 
minprities, a high percentage for 
most graduate schools. 
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, presi-
dent, said. "Dr. McCoy's leadership 
- as Dean ·has been remarkable not 
only because of his long service, but 
even more because of his significant 
accomplishments. His role over the 
past three decades in the growth and 
development of Xavier University 
cannot be overestimated. This in-
stitution shall always be in his debt 
·and will continue to rely on his out-
standing ·ta'lents and skills after he 
assumes his new appointment. 
The following persons have 
agreed to serve on the search com-
mittee for McCoy's replacement as 
Dean of the Graduate School: Dr. 
Don Cosgrove, chairperson, - Dr. 
Michael Endres, Sr. Ruth Graf,- Dr. 
Thomas Hailsto.ncs, Dr. Richard 
O'Neill, Kenneth Scheurer, Rev. 
Ropert Schmidt, · Dr. Roman 
Schweikert, Dr. George Trebbi and 
Dr. Karl Wcntcrsdorf. 
By DON TASSONE 
01'8ttlll Editor 
. For all those who daily face technology, as well as those who live in a 
. vacuu~. Alpha Sigma Nu will sponsor a luncheon/ discussion on Vic-
tor Ferkiss' Best-Seller; Technological MJn. The national Jesuit honor 
fraternity will hold the anticipatory deliberation in preparation for 
Ferkiss' appearance at Xavier on Sunday, April 3, All are welcome to . 
attend the affair at I :30 p.m., on Friday, April I, in the faculty dining'. 
room. Participants are asked to have read the final chapter of Ferkiss' 
book, unless they are ambitious and wish to read the final two 
chapters. . 
• • • 
Xavier will host the second annual History Day competition to be 
held on Saturday, April 2, at JO a.m. in the University Center Theatre .. 
This year's contest theme is entitled "Turning Points. in History." 
Students may enter in one of five categories; histo_rical papers, in- · 
dividual projects, group projects, individual perf~rm~n~s. and group 
performances. Cash prizes and awards w~ll be given to the best'entries 
in each category in two di visions; junior high school (grades 7, 8, 9) and 
senior high school (grades JO, 11, and 12). Historical papers must be 
submitted to Xavier by April I. Winners of the 11 Ohio regional con-
test will compete in the state-wide finals in Columbus on May.7. 
Call Dr. Ralph Pearson at 745-3 J04 for further information, and 
don't miss this historic and imaginative affair on April 2. 
• • • 
We can't understand why goods sent by ship is called a cargo, while 
goods sent in a car is a shipment. 
• • •• 
The library of Northern Kentucky University will be the site of a 
two-day booksale for those of the 11esthetic bent or just plain book · 
lovers. The literary sale willtake· place from 11 -5 on Saturday, April 2, 
and from I - 5 on Sunday, April 3. All proceeds-will go to benefit the 
senior citizens of the Northern Kentucky area. . 
A number of record albums will be on sale along with the great varie-
ty of good books, and all items will sell at low, discount prices. No one 
shall go unsatisfied, as refreshments will be served to even those who 
pref er to browse. 
.• .. 
"Counsf:li11g ~mployees" is the seininar offered by the Institute for 
Business and Community Services of Xavier University on April 12 
and 13, from 8:30·a.m. to 4 p.m. Desiped to help the supervisor gain a 
deeper understanding of counseling, the seminar will be led .by Dr. 
Don Cosgrove, professor of psychology at Xavier. The cost is S 130 and 
includes tuition, lunch, .and supplies. 
The Institute for Business and Community Services offers about 40 
seminars on man•sement and communication skills for business ad-
ministrators and staff._.lt is a self-supporting branch of the Collese of 
Business Administration, which has the ninth Jarsest Master of 
Business Administration prognUn in the United States. 
For further inforination, contact IBCS at 745-3394. · 
••• 
According to Student Senator Dave Scaletta (R), the March 17 and 
18 voter turnout.at the polls encroached the 50% mark and is to hearti-
ly commended. When asked if he foresees any new student government 
action c_onceming concealed university expenses, Scaletta suavely 
remarked, "Next year the student government iritends to do something 
about hidden expenses. They are going to hide them better." 
Within the year, Scaletta will be leaving office. 
••• 
Scientists say we are what we eat. Nuts must be a commoner diet 
than we had thought. 
••• 
Xavier University Clef Club is sponsoring Casino Nite Friday; 
March 25, 1977 from 9 p.m. to I a.m. in Tuckers. A $1.00 admission 
will get you $1.00 worth of gambling coupons to win at Beat the 
Dealer, Big Six and Poker. A raffle will bC held every hour; the $1.00 
admission also get" you a raffle ticket. At I :00 a.m. there will be an auc-
tion; the winners will then be able to· purchase_ great prizes with the 
coupons they've accumulated. 
All Welcome!!!! 
.Xavier News Photo Quiz 
Who are these girls and what do 
they do? 
1Science convention presents 
semina_r and guest lecturers 
By RITA HOPKINSON . 
NewaltattWrtter 
The National Science. "Teacher's 
Association will be holdirig.its .. 25th 
annual convention in Ciridnriati 
from March 25-29. This·evtfitwilt:be 
· held' at.the Cincinnati .tcinveritfoii 
Center.· with a few: .. -·meetings 
scheduled in . Stouffer's .Cincinnati 
Inn, connected to the Center; · · · 
The activities · scheduled for this 
convention include a display of the 
newest materials and approaches to 
teaching; sponsored workshops and 
~seminars, and presentations by dis~ 
1.-,. 
} . ·... -~ 
I 
Ferklss to speak 
at Xavier on man's 
technological future 
The annual Thomasfest Invitation 
lecture sponsored by the philosophy 
department will be delivered this 
year by Vic~or C. Ferkiss. Ferkiss is 
professor of Government at 
Georgetown University and author 
of Technological Man, The Future 
of Technological Civilization, and 
many other works and articles deal-
ing with man and his future. 
Ferkiss will be. speaking on 
Technology and Human Dignity, 
sharing his latest insights· into the 
·tong-term meaning of this decade 
and the startling world 
:developments of the past few years. 
-Professor Ferkiss' lecture will be 
delivered in the Cash Room, Logan 
Hall on Sunday, April3at8:00p.m~ 
tinguished guest lecturers .. ~ .. 
Among the topics covered. by .the 
workshops. are: "Oriented Biology 
for the Below Average Student," 
"Exploring.-Living Things . ....:..... As 
Students· Do,~~ .".Plant .Propagation 
Techni'ques,'-' . ~~Xenopus laevis," 
"The. New and Unique Amphibian in 
the .~.Classroom,." .... and ... !'The 
Educational Value-of -freeze-Dried 
sions .to Mars, the use of bio-
rhy.thms, and the capping of nuclear;·: 
solar:. and other energy sourc.es.:. · ··. ·: 
Specimens." ........ ··-· -· --· ·:. -
· ·. The . science. seiriinan· also cover 
such interesting subjects ·such as 
genetic· engirieeriii1J. the_ Yi~ing. litis-_ 
· ·tt'i~ first guest speaker will bc!'IC 
F. "'.Skinner from Harvard Uni~· 
versity. His talk will be presented. 
Friday, March 25th. John StatiC;· 
Director of the Stalk Institute~· ' 
Margaret Mead. of Columbia u·1:t1:: 
v~rsity,_ and Jules Bergman, News· 
SC<ience Correspondent for AB<Y 
ne~~. will speak on March 26, 27, 
a~d 2.8th respectively. · · · 
Recently the Xavier· University 
Theology Department announced a 
new program for theology majors 
beginning in February 1977. The 
Theology .. Department, in the 
·process ofi'estructuring, would also. 
like to find out how many people 
there are who are not Theolory ina-
jors but who are interested in 
Theology. 
Are you interelted in Theolo1Y 
as a special interest,· a "doublt-
major", a hobby, or for per-
sonal benefit? 
or 
Are you thinkin1 ~f becomin1 a 
theology major? If so, plea• 
send your name to the '(heolo1y . 
Department, Dana · Ave. at 
Xavier. U nivenity 45207. · 
.... _ .... 
. . ... ____ ...,._.~~ 
Name. _________ .. -resent major-----------
Addres~s----------------Phone __________________________ _ 
--- I am in~erested in Theology 
..:____ I am thinking about becoming a Theology major 
'li·.
1pu:' .. · ..m· .•.. '1'.HURSD~r : _ '.. 11 1 H-·:· :.~~ I o. ! ; ... Sky Dlvift1 Club mcetins, 6:30 - 10 p.m., fieanh Room · · · 
FRIDAY 
Xavier Band Concert, 7:30 Theatre 
Fresl11nlln Clau PUty, '{uckei's 9:00 
SATURDAY 
Sad!e Hawkins, 9:00 Caf. 
The Xavier News is the official student 
newspaper of ·xavler University. The articles, pic-
tures, and format are the. responsibility of the 
editors and do not represent the views of the ad-
ministration, faculty. and student body of Xavier 
unless specifically stated. All editorials reflect the 
opin.ion of a majority of the Editorial Board and do 
Page 2 
SUNDAY ~il .MONDAY TUESDAY 
Clef Club Majoi; Concert, Theatre, 
7:30 p.m. · 
not necessarily represent the opinion of the stu-
dent body, faculty, or administration of Xavier 
University. · • 
ihe News is published weekly during the school 
year except during vacation and examination 
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati; Ohio 
45207: Subscriptions are $5.00 per year. The News 
was entered as second class matter October 4. 
1946, at the Post Office of Cincin·nati, Ohio under 
the Act ·of March 3, 1879. 
Letters submitted to the News for publication 
must carry signature and address of writer. 
Senate Meetin1, 2:45 p.m., Terrace _ 
Room 
Alpha Si1ma, I i30 - 2:30 p.m., Regis 
Sallln1 Club, 7:30 - 9:00, Fordam 
Film: Doll House, sponsored by 
Breen Lodge, 8:00 p.m., Theatre 
Game Room Sponson live music in 
the Hearth Room at 7:30 p.m. 
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any Business Manaiier •..........•..... Jack Jeff re 
. letter and limit frequent writers. . Associate Editors.Peg Connelly, Lisa Maechliny 
Main offices, first floor. University Center 
Building. News-editorial telephone'. (513) 745- Arts Editor · · · · · · · ·. · .............. Anita Buck· 
3561. MOvertising telephone: (St3)74S-34JJ. Sports Editor .................. ,. Teri Kraemer 
S Sports Writers ..... , , .............. Jim Donlin 
Editor-in-chief···'········ Robert J. tegmoyer Tim Grell, Ron Harper. Roger Rosenthal 
Managing Editor. .. · .. · ... ·"· Shannon M.:Flynn Intramural Reporter .......... Michelle Tocorzic 
Moderator.·· .. ······· .. ·"·· .. ······ John Getz Copy Editor ..................... Julie Waddell 
Body-guard to the Editor ........ Bob Sohovlch Contributing Editor ........•..... Sue Stevener 
Assistant to the Editor ..... Thomas P. Callahan Photo Editor .....•.........•..•.•. Anne Abate 
Assistant to the Managing Editor ......... Joan Photographers ..•..•.. Rick Beagle, Kris Walen 
Geanuracos • · Production 'Manager ........ Helen La Jeunesse · 
WEDNESDAY 
Student Financial Board, 7 - 9 p.m., 
Re sis 
Marketin1 Meetln1, Terrace, 8 p.m. 
· Staff: Royce Anderson. hague Atkinson, t3arb 
Barett.George Beazy, John Bohlen, Mike Brown, 
Steve Cimmings, Jack Diamond, Glenn Feltz, Bob 
Fries, Ginny Gelozis, Greg Goolsby1• Vicky 
Greiner,,Rita Hopkinson, Ellen Kellogg. Deanne 
Kendrick, Mary Knoedler. Joan Kohorst, Conrad 
Kolis, Rich Lechleiter. Bob Lynch, Cathy Lynch, 
Sue Leverone, Phil Maechiing, Maria Malandra. 
Tom McCluskey, Chris Manke, Mark Molloy. Beth 
Muenks, Nejdat Mulla, Margo Nobis, Dale Penn, 
Martha Rice, Don Tassone, Beth Streck, Bob Wilk-
ing, Joyce Schreiber, Ed Murray, Roccina 
Stellatano. · 
X11vter New• . 
Sltift'SHO't: 
,misses goal, 
flunks league 
If you're in the mood for an even-
ing filled with violence, sexual 
alhisions and the foulest language 
this side of the hockey rink, then by 
all means go to see Universal's new 
movie, Slap Shot. Starring Paul 
Newman as Reggie Dunlop, _the ag-
ing player-coach of the Charleston 
Chiefs, a thoroughly decrepit hockey 
team. This film manages to ipsult 
everyone in at least one way or 
another. 
The plot of the movie, once found, 
is not all that bad. It's the story of the 
.last effort of Dunlop to save his team 
from a fourth straight losing season 
and the inevitable folding of the 
Chiefs. This is a frustrating job, for 
· only Dunlop, fonvard, Ned Branden 
(Michael Ontkean) and goalie, 
Denis Le Mieux (Yvon Barette) can 
play effectively. The.team is ajoke; 
the spectators never fail to. enjoy 
ridiculing them. Dpnlop ·decides to 
change the image of the Chiefs in an 
attempt to win. He utilizes the three 
new playen that the manager, Joe 
McGrath (Strother Martin), has just 
purchased. Although these three 
broi~ien look like pre-adolescents 
and carry their toy can with them.on 
road trips, they are murderous on 
the ice. For the .first time, the Chiefs 
win a game, thanks to the terroriza-
tion. methods used by the Hanson 
brothers.· The formerly negative fans . 
now adore the "new" Charleston 
Chiefs and the violence they are 
notorious for. Only one .of the 
players refuses to "goon" 'for 
Dunlop, Ned Branden, and he is sub-
sequently benched, though he is the 
best player on the team. 
Naturally, violence alone is not 
enough to make the movie a hit. 
There is a subplot concerning the 
sexual lives of Reggie and Ned, just 
for spice. 'Fortunately, this is not as 
played up as'it could be. The conclu-
sion of the story does hold a surprise 
that almost makes the entire film 
worthwhile. 
Don't get me wrong. This film is 
not all trash. It has some great bits 
that are very. enjoyable. And it is a 
very effective farce ·on professional 
hockey and the sadistic fans who de-
mand blood; 
Michael Ontkean gives a great 
performance as Ned Branden, the 
quiet rebel who won't be used. But 
there is nothing sappy about the 
character. Ontkean is very 
believable. · 
Newman is the llame that will in· 
itially draw many viewen to Slap 
Shot. He gives a fine performance, 
which we. have come to expect of 
him. But there is no new twist to 
Newman to make him the outstan-
ding figure in the movie. 
There is also some good sports 
photography of .the ·actual games 
played. Howeyer, the high-quality 
acting, photography and few good 
scenes can be found in other movies 
without the exposure to the violence,' 
sex and excessive language which are 
predominant throughout the film. 
-Sue Leverone· 
If you live in the. 
Cleveland area, make. 
John Carroll 
University your 
summer place. 
Courses offered in 26 fields of 
the arts, sciences, business. 
· Credits transferable. · 
John Carroll University 
SUMMER SESSIONS 
·June 20-July · 22 
July· 2 5-August 2 5 
For a free ·summer Bulletin, return coupon to 
Director of Summer Sessions; John Carroll 
University, University Heights, Ohio 44118. 
Pre-Register by .Mall Now! 
Street ______________________ _ 
City ____________ .state _____ Zip __ 
Home Phone __________ ,Major ________ _ 
3·75 
Thurad•y, M•rch 24, 1977 
Yvon Barette Ir Paul Newman ... 
! : '· 
! ' 
. I : :;'· Stepupto 
. ·a second career 
. !: · _ ,1j 11 tJtis.~wnmer•v , , , , A~y ROTC off~J; tolle~e soph~.J~~~J ~b~ ~pportuditJ to earn ~ri ~ffice~;s 
commission in two years. · 
It starts with six weeks of training at Fort Knox, Ky., this summer. With 
pay (over $500). 
You'll learn whatit ~akes to be a soldier - to have your body toughened, 
your confidence developed. · · 
Do well and you can qualify for Army ROTC courses in the fall. Do except-
ionally well, and you may be heading back to college with a full-tuition scholar-
ship. 
Then, for the next two years, while you're earning your chosen degree, you'll 
also prepare for a responsible leadership position as an officer in the active 
Army or .Reserves. 
Apply byApril 1. 
ARMY ROTC .. 
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES :TO-~EAD. 
To arrange an interview appointment, contact: 
Captain Adrian Schiess, 
Xavier University 
Telephone 745·3646 
; \ 
P•ll• 3 
Jim Janszen ... 
, .. ':!_as his eye on the pros, and hopes togiveitallhe'sgotthisspring. 
THE VERONA FATHERS. 
A Religious Society 
For the Foreign Missions 
2104 St. Michael St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 921-1176 
We all k11ow how to make love, bufhave. you ever loved as a ·· 
Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold 
enough to dev9te your life to loving God's poorest and most rejected, as . 
a missionary? A Verona Flither? · . · 
For further information write: 
Fr. Ken" . .. 
· 2104 St Michael St. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204 
1-513-921-1176 
B.aseball for x·u's Jim-.Jans:z·e:n;c-:-:is 
more than a game, less ·tharr IF)ob. 
· By ROGER ROSENTHAL 
New• Sporta Wrtler 
If you happen to "catch" a 
Musketeer baseball game this spr-
. ing, keep your eye on No. 7 in the 
Muskie colors. 
Jim Janszen, known by many as 
J.J. (not to be confused with the 
·"Good Times" actor) is in his senior 
year at Xavier, and wants to make 
this his best year, both on and off the 
field.' . 
You see, J.J. is riot only a fine 
ballplayer, but.a student as well. He 
made . the .dean's list this ·past 
semester. 
Jim plays center field, and accor-
ding to both himse1f and Coach Bill 
Wolfe, his main strepgth is in his 
throwing. "He can throw with the 
best of them in college ball,'~ boasts 
Wolfe. 
On the other hand, Janszen feels 
he needs work on his hitting. "I need 
to, make more contact and I need a 
lot of work on curve balls,". explains for," 
J .J. ·If baseball doesn't. loo~ bright 
Janszen started playing baseball · after graduation, J .J · says he'll try to 
in first grade and hasn't stopped yet. ·get a job in sales retail . 
He has played in the American Away from the field, Janszen likes 
Legion League and a:lso lettered at to fish· and snow ski. He's also an 
Elder High School, wherehewasco- avid Elder fan. In 1973, J.J. and his 
captain 'his senior year. buddies went to the tournament in· 
Muscles are very important to a Dayton with "purple faces". Elder1J 
ballplayer, and J;J. works with the colors are purple and white, I ask-
Naut'ilus machines to help ."Stretch ed Jim what his favorite meal is. His 
his muscles." reply. "Filet mignon and a baked 
It's the dream of every knotholer potato." Not bad! 
to make the pros, and in his grade 
school days, J.J. was no exception. 
His chances aren't too good, but· 
there have .been scouts looking him 
over. 
In fact, Jim· ha's participated in 
·one-day tryouts with the. Cincinnati 
Reds a~d Montreal Expos. · 
As J.J. put it, "I'm going to give it · 
all I've got this spring and I'll see 
what happens. _That's all I can ask 
So, the career· of Jim Janszen at 
Xavier is q'uickly coming to a close. 
. But his act can still be "caught" at 
home ga~es on the X.U. diamond, 
·today, .s.unday, Monday and next . 
Wednesday ofthis week. (Check the 
"What's Happening In Sports" 
column) . · 
And who knows, maybe he'll even 
hit a curve ball! . · 
Athletes to receive O'Connor Award" 
The Father O'Connor Award for 
outstanding student athletes at 
Xavier is open to senior men and 
women participants in inter-
collegiate and club athletics and will 
be awarded by the Selection Com-
of a Chairm~n. and representatives 
from the Athletic Board, Musketeer 
Club, Student · Development, and 
Student Senate. · 
. mittee. · 
The usual· manner of nomination 
will be by the coach in each sport, 
however, an athlete. nominated by 
the signature of at least 10 of his 
fellow students will als!) be con-
sidered by the committee. 
grade point average, and 
demonstrate a high level of achieve-
ment ·and sportsmanship in their 
area of competition. Consideration· 
will a:lso be given to participation in 
campus life activities; in addition to 
the academic and athletic involve-
ment. 
'\ 
One medal will be awarded to a 
male athlete, and one to a female 
athlete .each year. 
The Selection Committee consists 
[IfiJ•li~ 
MUS1' FIRSf BECOME. FOLLOWERS. 
BECOME A 1.EAt>ER BY 
FOLi.OWiNG- JESUS CHRIST 
Ali>. A PRIEST, SISTE.R OR BROnlER 
·eom~cr: VoCAT/ON OFFlCE , ' 
5440 MOE:l.LE:R AVE.• ROOM &77 
CINCINNATI 1 01110 ,,_SZ./Z. • 63/-8777 
TO FIND our /./OW. ·-..... .. 
. Candidates for this award must 
have at least a 3.0 overall academic 
The Chairman will call for student 
no.minations for the O'Connor 
Award in the last two issues of the 
Xavier News in April of each year. 
MEETING 
AUSTRIA STUDY PROGRAM : 
FRIDAY, MARCH 25 
ROOM: ALTER 202 
PRESENCE MANDAfORY 
F'.'{O ···············:··········•<i•··· ;·>< .••.. ·.······. .. ·•. ··:···=·····:·:···:·:···.:··· -:·:·······:·····:-:-:-:<·.·:···.··· -:'· >"·:··~·=···:··· :-:··:::.:-:-:-: ::::::::::::~::~: . .. ····.·,· : . .:·:::::;::::·.<.-· :::::t}\ ::::::::?:::;: 
. IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
.. ·::. ···:. :-: : ::::.:-:· >~·· .: ::.:r{ 
.;::::::::;:;: :~ 
:.:~:::;;_\~;:~ 
·~:\.:. 
From oile beerlover lo a--r. ,, ;0~ ~~j, ' 
.· <.··.· •.•. .. i· /.') : \ < 
.f; ',~\,;;\::; 
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ONLY A FEW OPENINGS LEFT -
AMEN APPEL ARP 
BASKIN 
BUFFET 
CAL DE 
CH AG A 
CEZ AN 
DUPRE 
DALI 
EARL 
FINl 
SUNDAY 
·MARCH 27th 
GOY 
HUR 
LIL 
MAX 
MO_t 
ME 
~o 
SC 
FREE ADMISSION 
'REFRESHMENTS 
MASTER CHARGE 
AMER, EXPRESS 
· BANKAMERICARD 
Hospitality !Vlotor· Inn 
8020 Montgomery Rd. 
Cincinnati.Ohio 
Ballroom 
Xavier News 
XU's ·_c:h·ance for a. third: 
Polo Championship dim 
as R. Sieber graduates 
By TIM GRELL . .. . 
New1 Sport• Writer of a two year dynasty of the Sieber 
In light of their last appearance in brothers? 
the NCAA Indoor Polo Cham- Since _Rob is-graduating this· spr-
pionship, the Sieber-trio dominated . ing, the _team will lose its senior 
the tournament for the second m~mber with no o.ne waiting in the 
straight year, but chances of a third wings to replace him. 
title look dim. · When asked what he thought 
. Although trailing in the final about Xavier's hopes for a third title 
period. of the title game,' Xavier Jake replied, "There might be a 
rebounded to defeat California- chance to repeat our past perfor-. 
Davis by a score of 13 - 9. mance if Xavier manages to pick up 
This is the first time these Muskies some new talent." 
have. ever fallen behind iri a • • • 
collegiate match, and their ex- AH three Sieber's will play for 
teams in Chicago during the summer 
perience pulled them through. . months to keep their skills in tune. 
Could this 1977 victory be the end There has also been some talk of 
XU . Rugg e' rs' an exhibition game during May for the students of Xavier·, but these Rob, Jake, and John Sieber have won their second straight NCAA Indoor Polo Cham-
pionship in two years. However, 
the future might be dim for the 
trio from Xavier since brother 
Rob will be graduating this June. 
A Sieber sister, Meg, will be a 
freshman at Xavier . next year, 
however the U;S. Polo Associa-
tion has a rule forbidding females 
from playing on mef'! 's polo teams. 
What's Happening in Sporb 
plans are not yet finalized. open season .This would then be the last time 
· that the Sieber brothers play under 
'WI• th ·3.0 w •1 n Xavier:s name, but the memories of· their accomplishments will be 
By TIM GRELL carried on for years to· come. 
New1 8port1 Writer · • • • 
Xavier's rugby team opened it's One possibility would be the ad-
1977 sp,ring. season with a "bang" d~tion of their younger sister Meg, a 
and a "crash'\ 'and shows maturity high school senior who will be a 
after placing in a tournament. freshman at Xavier next year, 
BASEBAH 
Mar. 24 (Thurs.) 
Mar. 27 (Sun.) 
March 28 (Mon.) 
Mar. 30 (Wed.) 
RIHE TEAM 
Mar, 26 (Sat.) 
RUGB\' 
Mar. 26 (Sat.) 
Jackson Community College (2)HOM E (I :00) 
Dayton (2) HOME (I :00) 
Thomas More HOME (3:00) 
Wilmingtion (2) Away 
jrose Hullman 
Te.rre Haute 
& Lexington 
Away 
HOME(l:OO) 
HOME(3:00) 
The "Bang" took place on Dana · already an excellent horsewoman. 
.field Match 5th, when X.U. started However, at this time the U.S. 
their home season·with a 3-0 victory Polo Association, which governs the 
over intra-state· rival Dayton. 
· sport, (not the NCAA), has rules for-
bidding women from playing on 
men's teams.· "lllr--;;r..;;::::;;;;;::;:;::::;::=:::::::::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::A:w:a:y::::~~ 
The "crash" came last Saturday, 
March 19, when Xavier lost both 
games to Queen City, the cross town 
rivals. 
Many scoring o,pportunities 
presented themse.lves throughout the 
Dayton game, ~ut only X's Jim 
Rl_lhler could convert a penalty kick 
midway through the second· half for 
the ganie's only score. 
In the shadows of the A team's vic-
tory, Xavier's B team overwhelmed 
Dayton's B tea_m by the score of 16-4. 
In the Queen City game, Al Owens 
produced a penalty kick for three 
points, while Joe Donlin capped 
Xavier's scoring with a try for 4 
points. 
The final score was 22-7. 
The experience the Muskies 
received at the tournament in New 
Orleans over the Mardi Gras 
weekend, contributed. to the added 
maturity this team has over last fairs 
team. Xavier was one of 64 teams to 
participate in this annual affair. _ 
f\fter opening up the double 
elimination; tou.rnainerit with a 3 :. O 
n.185 to Club Americana, a 
Washington, D.C. team with many 
experienced players, Xavier went on 
to face the Highlanders of St. Louis. 
Then the Muskies easily defeated the 
Highlanders by a score o( 12 - 4. 
'.fhis victory paired them with the 
University of Minnesota Rats whom 
they shut out 14 - 0, 
Xavier moved to the quarter finals 
against Kentucky, and even though 
they lost 12 - 7 in a tight battle they 
weren't disappointed with their 16th 
place showing. 
This type of exposure for the 
freshman talent will create a definite 
rugby powerhouse in this area for 
the years to come. · · 
Xavier takes on Lexington this 
Saturday at Xavier Stadium (the«>ld 
fo.otball field), and the B team will 
follow against Terre Haute. · 
·HA88AN MOTOA8, INC. 
38t3 MONTGOMIEAV ROAD 
CINCiNNATI. OHIO 45212 
931-ISSOQ 
10%0FF 
on all service and parts to 
X.U. students and faculty 
w 1th identification cards. 
--- ------------
Thursday, March 24. 1977 
Whytoomuch 
regulation may 
rule you out 
How·would you like to be forced to 
get p<;rmission from 379 separate 
Government agencies before you could 
·work'! That's what Armco has to do. 
We think you could hear a similar story 
, fmm nearly any l~rge company in 
America-if the regulatory paperwork 
leaves them any time to talk to you. 
Excessive regulation threatens your 
chance of getting a job. 
· Most of us agree that the goals 
regulation seeks are important. Clean 
air and water. Job safety. Equal rights 
at work. The problem is the way 
Government people now write and 
apply spedfic ·rules to reach those 
'j I. 
goals. Too often. the rules don't really 
do any gobd. They just tie companies 
· up in knots as they try to comply. 
Federal regulations now take up'a 
twelve·f aot shelf of textbook size 
volumes .P~iiltedLin small type. 13.589 
more pages wer~ .written last year . 
· alone. And W~hington is more than 
matched by a growing army of state 
and local regulators: · 
. No~y really knows how much 
money regulation CO!!ts. Some say it's 
up to S40 billion a year. Companies 
payirm that bill can't use that money 
for jobs. A new job, on the average. 
now costs a company S42.168 in capitai 
inv~stment. (Armco's own cost is · 
S55.600.) At S42.168 per job. regulation 
last year ate up the money which 
could have created 948,000 new jobs. 
No sensible American wants to · 
dismantle all Government regulation. 
But we think the system has gone 
berserk and the cost is out of control. 
Free-Armco's plaln 
talk on how to get 
a job 
We've got a free booklet to help you · 
get a job; Use it to set yourself apart, 
above the crowd. We answer 50 key 
questions you'll need to know. Like 
why you should bone up on companies 
you like. What to do after the first 
interview.Hints to make you a more 
aggressive, attractive job candidate. 
All prepared for Armco by a consult· 
ing firm specializing in business 
recruiting,' Withh~lpfrom the place· 
ment staff of a leading university. 
. · Send for your free copy of How 
to Get a Job. Write Armco Steel 
Corporation: F.ducational Relations 
Dept .. General Offic.es. U-3, Middle· 
tO~. Ohio 45043) ~'r supply is 
·limited, so write nbw.' · · 
c • 
ARMCO 
v 
Plain Talk About 
REGUlATION 
Besides our 379 permits, Armco at las,t 
count had to file periodic reports with 
1,245 federal, state and local agencies. 
What happens to Armco and other 
companies isn't that important. But 
what happens to a company's jobs is. 
Here's a small examplt'.: 
The Government requires companies 
to give employees reports on their 
benefit plans. Fair enough. But the 
timing this year, plus the: complexities 
of Armco's plans. didn't let us print a 
report in our company magazine. In· 
.stead. we had to mail them:-200.000 
in all-to each employee individually. 
This didn't add one dime to Armco 
people's benefits. But it's cost i.is 
Sl25,<XX> so far. That's two jobs we 
couldn't create, right there. 
Next time anybody calls for a new 
regulation, you might ask for some 
sensible analysis of the costs and 
benefits-including how many jobs 
· might be lost .. One of those jobs could 
_be yours. 
Armco wants Y2Yl plain talk 
on regulation and jobs 
Does our message make sense'? We'd 
1.ike to know what you think. Your 
personal experiences. Facts you've 
found to prove or disprove our point. 
Drop us a line. We'll send you a more 
detailed repl.irt on regulation and jobs. 
Our offer of Holl' to Get a Job. above, 
tells you how to write_ us. Let us hear 
from you .. We've all got a stake in more 
American jobs. 
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The coach:. more than just a .. strat~gisf 
Before coming to Xavier four years ago coach Tay Baker had com- . Admittedly, the coa~h is primarlly a stratesist, utilizing the team's 
piled an impressive career record of 125-60 coaching the U.C. Bear- talent in the framework of his game plan against each opponent. 
cats. Last year, under the direction of Baker, the Xavier basketball · Beyond strategy, however, the coach also needs the facility to deal 
team had their first winning 'season in twelve years. - . with his player's personalities. This facility is important if there is to 
.Statistics on this year's pl8yers (basically th~ same players who be a team rather than individual basketball players. 
were on last year's winning team) indicate that they are talented in- Even though inadequacies were evident this season, the university 
dividuals. While in high school, many of the~ were chosen to play on . should not immediately demand Mr. Baker's resignation without ex-
all-star teams or were named all-city or all-state. Obviously, .the tendinghimtherightofdueprocess. Theproblemsthatsurfacedneed 
recruitment efforts of Xavier's coaches have been well-directed,and to be further. c~rified ·~and dealt with openly and honestly by all in-
successf ul. . terested parties including the other coaches and, most importantly 
Despite this talent, however, the Muskies suffered defeat after the players. Such a meeting is apparently being planned. ' 
defeat at the hands of colleges large and sma!I this season. Moreso, Beyond this meeting, however, Baker should evaluate his own per-
the last second wins we did have were unimpressive. · . formance as a coach. If he f~~ls. he is n.ot only a superior stratesist, but 
Individualism or "street-ball" selfishness has been cited as a major also has the necessary ab1hty to deal ·with personalities _ fine. 
contributor to the demise of this year's team. If so, the responsibility However, if Baker finds he is inadequate in one or both of these areas 
for providing the impetus to overcome these characteristics lies with . of coaching he should take it upon himself to qui~tly resisn. 
M ..__Id the coac~. RJS r.rre9 ent--~-r-~---:-~~------.-~--~-----------.~----..;,_--------.....;..r-------------~·~··=·~ 
r "wits '1N1Alli1Alf. MIOllf" 'TK '1VfS S(IEAJCI CUii w MMY AAID ""lJJAXUJ' '--~ Till )(IL Mftl¥ t.UI M1A1r AM> ~: ""11T 1'0 ~ 
Wltf' I# Tflt . «..,_AL 111(. 'TD 60 al A '711P-NY HDAll~ .,,, 111111'1 Ala A lltot """'*T ..... _& tr ll>Mn'I, Ult~ 
-r .,,.,, ,_ Ufl. 'IN 1r&1•~ AND r1t ,. 1MIWSS l'MM. _,..., MOut¥-••r """" M'I tw>&Y f · . THINlf Tiil 'Ff.OUA1-
o-.wai,.,,DllS. Ct.MSltA&. Muse. tJovl/WlrflAlr ZllOCS 
/ IA>t1'N 11•2· .,,.. MIWDfl 
Peterhans addresses, atte~pts to clar.ify· investigati.on 
I feel last week's News .. investiga-
tion" needs to be addressed; The 
matter needs to be cleared up now 
because of the harm it may cause to · 
those involved, and to the University 
community if left out of the context 
in which it was initially placed. Mis-
takes have been made, btit lessons 
can be learned by all involved, if we 
see it as it is and think through the 
matter thoroughly as it should have 
been done in the first place. 
Knowing the people involved, I 
believe the writers were genuine in 
their intent fo present the truth. The 
problem that arises is that the con-
text in which they were observirig 
and expressing-the truth was not at 
all clear or balanced. Their article 
reflected this confusion as all they 
could present were questions. In 
deed, because the premise on which 
they were basing their report was · 
wrong, . they ·even failed to ask the 
right questions. 
That the article was ever written 
may never cease to amaze me. The 
fact that the issue coii~dming the en-
try into Topy'.: Bh1eneman's off~ce 
and the use 'of· Cain'pus Activities 
materials by. Jack Diamond was 
settled between the two, seems to me 
to be sufficient evidence that the 
matter never should have entered the 
public forum. · · · 
However, due to the persistent cf .. 
forts of Mr. Brueneman to call into 
question Mr. Diamond's credibility 
and honesty, the matter had to be · 
dealt with by the News. · 
It was the claim that he made to 
Shannon Flynn on Tuesday after-
noon, March 15 that Jack had lied 
which , escalated . this . matter to 
another plateau. That Brueneman 
claimed Jack lied was was also heard 
and stated by Thomas Callahan and 
other individuals. These claims 
caused Shannon and Sue Stevenot 
to pursue the matter as they did, and 
to conclude with the questions that 
were presented to. us in the 
"investigation." 
As humans, knowing the two 
P•g• I 
characters involved, the story could one in the first place. But their per- because of this story and iomeofthe . Jfhe is placed in a box and notsiven · 
have been dismissed as "just another sistence in pursuing the truth has other stories it .may have heard. I . the chance to function properly, you 
one of those things." But as jour- enabled one thing to lead to another. suggest that they re-examine their will not only htirt him as a person, 
nalists, they had to present the facts And it is for this that I commend and own pre-judgments based on stories but also yourselves as people and as · 
as were given to them. That the facts support them. . they may have heard from the a university. For, "11te measure you 
were false, is reflected in that the mouths · of other administrators. I · measure with, will be measured back 
wrong questions were asked. But Yousee,itseemsthatwhilethead- suggest that you give Diamond a to you ... " 
could they have· asked any other. ministration may now not trust Jack.· chance:,fo-Jive and to prove himself. Paul Peterhans 
questions with the facts they had 
received up to that moment? Could El • f: sibility, or to keep the status quo and 
they ask them now, Jam sure that the . ect1()nS a arce; when the time comes we will not be with three entrances, was ideal for students to meet new friends or just 
relax with old ones on the numerous 
couches. It had a relaxing and com-
fortable atmosphere unlike the 
questions would be different. • · ? able to handle the great decisions 
For it seems that since the story where are issues.. . that will soon be ours to make in the 
was. written, stories and positions As an informed student, I am fore- near future'! . . 
have changed. That Tuesday night ed to comment _on last week's Stu-
(the night the story was written) Mr. dent Government Electfons. It 
Brueneman was with myself, Matt appears that what I have heard 
Habash (vice-president of Student about Student Government is true 
Government), Jim Landry (elections _ the elections are a farce. Let me 
Chairman), Jack Diamond, Katie reiterate. .I have nothing against 
m Heart·h Room downstairs. 
:arson (the winning ticket), and a what Student, Government stands 
host of others were on the phone for in the nominative sense, but in 
with Shannon and Sue arguing that actual practice it does not do one-
the article could not be printed. The fourth the work it should. Competi-
main argument (the one maintained tion among senatorial and presiden-
by Mr. Brueneman at the time and tial candidates is good, only when 
still maintained by him now) Was tempered by ethics, intelligence, 
that the whole story was not being sincerity and· .real issues. For exam-
told. Not everyone involved was pie: in the senate race one candidate 
properly represented. But how could rolled up a very large vote by using 
everyone h~ve been repr~sented,, great amounts of comical absurdities 
when the staff member, (Jul~e Ro.b-: . a.nd tactics like shootingfirec~ackers 
~on) who h~~ re~e~te~ly demed giv- -to win. The obvious fact here is that 
mg J:'ck permission ·to use the. it is not the right way to· win. 
material was reques~ed not to spe~k Another example would be the 
. to the. News concernmg_the matter m Presidential debates. Both can-
question. didates.platforms·were too similar in 
It also seems o~d to me that on nature and content. They should 
Wednesday mornmg, the day t~~ . have differed greatly in fact and 
News camr1 o~t; ~r. Bruenemiin. degree. This also shows the great 
should categorically state to '!!1,e !h~t. ainount of significance that pop-
he never used the ~ord be m ularity plays in these elections. 
reference to· Jack Diamond, even Students always complain about 
thou.gh severa~ peo~le state that ~e various problems that are not taken 
specifically said }his ~o !hem. His care of when really the fault lies with 
~e~~~~ for them he~ring the word those who don't try to. make logical 
he issue from his ... mouth:" 1h~t choices in voting or those who don't 
Shanno!1 must have mferred this c~re. Let's point out that students 
from his stat~ments. a!1d that the have a great potential for using their -
oth~~ people m queJ~t1on are too innate abilities in this or any other 
poht1cal to be taken hterally. . university. First, we are all con-
!~at Mr. Bruenem~n should wr~te . sumers; We pay to be educated here 
a Jomt statement with !ack Dia- and not just academically eithe-r. We 
mond that same day. statmg that he could have a say in what happens but · 
never calle~ Jack a har •. but that ~e we don't, ·because we seem not to 
stood by ~IS statements he gave .m care about getting the best. 
the News 1s a. ~att~r of semantics Secondly, we do not have the 
and a contra~ict10n 10 ter~s. power because we do not seem to 
That Jack 1s not an angel 1s known deserve it. If more students would 
. from his past. But, since when did we - act like young adults trying to be· 
require individuals to be angels to be responsible, we would be given more 
human? responsibility.· , 
I am still not at case with the vaiue To conclude, it seems that w.e have 
judgments Sue and Shannon made a· clear-cut choice, either to become 
about Jack; or that they even !llade involved and thusly gaining respon-
I have stated many reasons for the 
need ofa T.V. in·the lobby. lurgent-tO lobby• Hearth . ly suggest a reasonable~ompfomise: 
· ·' · · . . Have the T.V. upstairs· but only 
Bring bach T. V. 
Room wrong· place allow.it on.on week-ends_orJf~er_s. 
· p.m. Most important guests tour m. 
t l' am writing.on an issue.that seems 
to have died down the past months, 
-possibly because many people have 
given up on it. Well, I haven't, .and I 
am concerned about the T.V. being 
moved from the lobby upstairs to 
down in the." Hearth Room in the 
basement. There were two primary 
reasons for d~ing this I have heard. 
the mornings or afternoons and 
would not see people watching T:V. 
Place trash cans in the area and warn 
that the T.V. will go back to the 
Hearth Room if messes are niade. If 
you can't bring it back the way it 
. was, please bring it back part time. 
John P. Dugan 
<?ne ~as the mess caused by students w ·nners express 
httermg; Th~ i other .was the I . 
appearance o~ students just sitting .-th nks· to helpers 
arou,id watchmg T.V. gave a poor a . 
i'!1~~ession to important guests . er the long haul 
v1S1tmg the campus. OV 
Before I propose possible 
suggestions, I first want to express 
some disadvantages of moving the 
T.V. downstairs to the Hearth 
Room. First, the Hearth Room was 
a quiet isolated place where students, 
especially. commuters. could come 
and study between classes. Second, it 
was also a private place to play the. 
piano. Now it seems at if Xavier's · 
only nice piano can seldom if ever be 
played because someone is almost 
always in the room watching T.V. · 
The problem with having the T. V. in 
the Hearth Room is that nothing else 
can go on in there while the T.V. is 
on. The room is small, less than half 
the size of the lobby, and enclosed by 
doors, so sounds are much louder. 
An interaction between students is 
· also lost. MQst people will not go out 
of their way to go down to. the 
Hearth Room. There is only one en-
trance into the Hearth Room, so few 
people pass each other. It seems to be 
more of a dead end street than a 
lounging area where people can 
meet. Upstairs, the central location, 
The past week of e1ections. was 
very strenuous, both physically and 
mentally for the two of us and many 
others involved in our campaign. It 
is to those of you who believed in our 
sincerity and ability thrpughout ac-
. cusations that were made, those who 
stuck ·by when the going was tough, 
who aided us through work and 
moral support that we extend our 
deepest thanks: Our impressions of 
your characters has beeii greatly 
enhanced. 
By overcoming the· pressures of 
this · campaign, we feel better 
prepared for the following year: 
THANK YOU! 
We wish to make it known to the 
student ·body that there are impor-
tant positions to fill in student 
government. If anyone is interested 
or has any ideas, we would ap-
preciate your contacting us. 
Katie Pearson 
Jack Diamond 
X•vler New• 
·GERMAINE TENKOTTE ... 
, ..... . youknew they had potential but 
didn't actualize it . . . the team wasn't 
working together as it should have 
been." · · -.. -
PHIL VOLPE~ .. 
''It. was a bit disappointing. . .a 
different style of play could have 
produced a better season." 
PAUL BRIZZOLARA ••• 
"The players were trying to Incor-
porate their individual styles Into the . 
game and Baker was trying to use a 
team concept." 
"I think that we did the best we 
could . . . Most of the time they knew 
they couldn't do that well." 
fhursday, March 24, 1977 
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:',,Straw Poll 
By DO~ TASSONE 
Nftnll8ffWltter 
. . 
The 1976-77 basketba:I season at Xavier has 
ended, and with it has unfortunately come a 
losing I0-17 record. Unfortunately, too, com-
es ihe embittered talk surrounding who is to 
blame tor such a seasonal performance, talk 
usually directed coach-ward. This is partly the 
case. af Xavier. Consequently, reference. has 
been made to the fact that Xavier's Athletic 
Board may be discussing the resignation of its 
head basketball coach, Tay Baker: 
In response to such action and to the rather 
poor outcome of the basketball season, the 
Xavier News conducted a Straw Poll and 
• .. sought student opinion's around the campus; 
Reactions were diverse and mixed as to the 
performance this year and to whom lies at 
fault: Of those students pooled, 82% were dis-
appointed with the out~ome of this year's 
basketball performance, ·as opposed to a 
satisfied 18% who felt goo.d about it. In addi-
toin, 53% of students polled agreed that the 
below average record was due primarily to the 
players, while, 12% placed the blame on the 
head coach, and 35% held both the players and 
the coach responsible for the outcome this 
year. 
Mike Kahler, Sophomore: 
"There was a multiple of talent provided for 
Baker, b~t he didn't get the best out of it. Tay 
was quoted in the paper as .saying that he .. 
doesn'.t ge~ rt:al close to the players. Maybe iL 
he did ·that, he'd ge! along with the players 
better, and-. the attitudes would change. He 
needs a closer player-coach relationship." 
Kevin McCormick, Freshman: 
"The season was pretty disappointing. They 
didn't take advantage of the team talent. The 
performance was due to both the players and 
the coach. · Baker· used some pretty poor 
individual player's talents. I think a diff!lrent 
style of play could have produced a much 
better season. There was a lack of unity on the . 
team, also." 
Marty Kendrinck, Freshman: 
"I think the team posessed more potential than 
what it showed in a lot of the games. If the 
coach would have stayed on the players more, 
they could have done better. But the main 
problem was the low morale which was par-
tially the players' and partially the coach's 
fault." 
Bob Schnedl, Junior: 
"The season was poor and disappointing 
because of the poor scheduling. There were no 
students in the stands because no one wanted 
to come and see those division III teams. The 
team \\'.asn't very up all year, and there was no 
discipline. Tay Baker is too conservatiye :- .h1= 
isn't keeping with the times. I know there were 
many internal problems. The players were dis-
puting all the time." 
Paul Brizzolara, Sophomore:. 
"I was satisfied with the season even though a 
lot of people weren't. People don't realize that 
even though we are a division I team, we don't 
. operate on the budget that other division I 
teams do. There was too much in~ividual style 
on the team. The players were trying to incor-
·porate their individual styles into the game, 
. and' Tay Baker was trying to use a team-con-
'. cept iit the game. Mr. Baker could have realiz-
ed that the players he recruited were more or 
tess individual style players." 
Bill .Grein, Freshman: 
"The season would have been different if they 
had not lost Sunderman. Once they lost him, 
they began playing as individuals instead of as 
a team." 
Students voice reactions 
to 1·979.77 B·ball 
performance-
coaching techniques, and the players didn't 
play as a team but as five individuals. I think it 
· starts at the top with the coach and goes right 
down to the players. The place needs a 
change." 
Gary Mclendon, Freshman: 
"The season could have been better than it was 
for various reasons. Coach Baker didn't get 
. the best out of his players, and it was not all his 
fault. Some of the players were acting selfish 
on the court, expecially after they had lost 
eight games in a row. I have to blame both the 
coach and the playen,.although at times the 
coach did do things which seemed a little 
shaky. Archie· Walker played well at Notre 
Dame, but it was the last game he played in all 
year. Steve.Spivery hit two jump shots in the 
Miami game and was pulled out and didn't 
play the rest of the game." 
. I 
Germaine Tenkotle, Freshman: 
"I was rather disgusted with the games that I 
saw because you knew they had the potential, 
but they didn't actualize it. Things weren't go-
ing well internally in the team. The. team 
wasn't working together as it should have 
been." · 
Mark Motz, Freshman:· 
"It seems to me that the outcome left a little to 
be desired concerning the players, the coach, 
and the attendance at the games by the fans. 
The coach can only do so much; the players 
actually win the ball game." 
Kathy Hake, Sophomore: 
"I thought they did as well as can be expected. 
The lack of talent on the team was the main 
problem." 
Philip Volpe, Freshman: 
"They could have done a lo"t belier than what 
they did. It was a bit disappointing. Tay Baker 
. made them play an offense that didn't suit the 
Joe Giestin1, Sophomore: 
"It was a poor performance by the players. 
They are old enough now to get themselves up · 
for the games, but they just don't do it. When 
the team gets together, they tend to be either 
ser.ious or mess around, and I had the feeling 
that it was the team that messed around - not 
Tay Baker. He can't go out and play for them." 
Bob George, Junior: 
"I think that we did the best that we could. I 
know Tay Baker is a good coach, but we are a 
· small college an4 can't get all the big tal_ent. I 
think he (Baker) should definitely stay until his 
contract expires; Most. of the time they kn~w 
that they CQ.Uldn't do that well, and it seemed 
like they were just having a good time doing 
the best they could." 
Tom Cutter, Freshnuin: 
"There was a lot of dissension on the ·'team' . 
between the black and white,'and Baker.seem· 
ed to be and old-fasl;ioned coach, who didn't 
always know what was going on. He once had 
four players on the court in one game. It didn't 
seem like he cared. The poor performance was 
due mostly to the players, but it was caused by 
the coach." · 
Dexter Carpenter, Freshman: 
"I feel that due to the talent they had, they 
·should have done better. In a sport like basket-
ball, it takes a team type of thing. The problem 
has nothing to do with the coach. I see in-
dividuals trying to shine, to be the brightest 
light, when I hey should be on light bulb. They 
are all 'me, me me."' 
Mar~· Ann Robben, Junior: .. 
"I think ii was a disappointing season. It has 
some highlights though - like the last game of 
the seasori .. It seemed like there was a lack of 
unily among the .players. I don't knmv about 
the coaching situatioi:i." 
Photos by ANNE ABATE 
BILL GREIN ... 
" ... . they began playing as in-
dividuals instead of as a team." 
BOB SCHNEDL ... 
"The team wasn't very up all year, 
and_ there was no discipline . .• The 
Players were disputing all the time." 
"I think it was a disappointing 
season ... It seemed like there was a 
. lack of unity among the players." 
MARK MOTZ ... 
"It seems to me that the outcome left 
a little to be desired . .. The coach 
can· only do so much; the players acc. 
tually win the ball gfme." · 
The Bilek P19e is a free classified section 
vailable to students. faculty, and staff of 
avier University. Ads should not exceed 
wenty words and must be submitted in 
riling to the Newa office c/o The Back 
age no later than ,the Sunday preceding 
ubfica!ion. Sorry. ·no ad will be repeated 
nless r submitted. · 
SB: ZAX? 
Wanled: Someone lo help gr~d studen1 wilh her eight 
times tables. 
H H: Whal'! No popcorn'! 
Eddie (0'0): Congratula1ions on your new, portable, 
electric toilet TM 
Wanted: Anvonc interested in being a Sports wrircr for 
1he Xa\·ier /\~fH'S. Leave name and phonc number in the 
envelope on the NeH's office door. 
Connie: Not.everythin~ is black or white, as you know, 
.1hc best things are gray .... Hound. 
Shannon: How were the tapes Sunday nighl'! 
Julie: When arc you going to have another tiddlywinks 
orgy'! 
Buffy: I'll meel you on second floor oflhe library by lhe 
·record rad ·a1 8:45 a.m. Friday. Be there and I'll know 
you love me. L1yfa. 
Interested in taking elementary Hebrew from Sr. Ruth 
Graf neXI fall'! Call Bob Niemoller al 871--0143. 
SMF and SMS: This too. shall pass. 
Connie: Why put· your home phone number on our 
walls ·you spend most or your time here. Grayhound 
Terminal Manager. 
A special word or thanks to all my wonderful ushers 
and especially lo Nancy Bollman. Love you much, 
Debbi. 
Burch B: Baby l'mama1cd at the way you keep the bun-
ny hopping. Bugs. 
Shannon: ••parting is all we sec of Hea\·en and aJI we 
need of Hell." 
Wanted: Four studs wanling to be escorted to the Sadie 
Hawkins Dance. Must be up for a good evening. First 
come. firsl serve. at 390S and 37()(). A blond and three 
brunettes. 
:"ancy: Happy. happy. happy day. 
Who is this man and what is he doing'! 
Hey everybody· isn't everything wonderful? Ma.~ie 
To all my friends ·Thank You. •• 
Who said Vergir was easy? 
Sing, sing a· song, for spring has come ar last!! 
Sue: Dreao.ea--ca-ea..eam. Dream. Dream, Dre:im. 
Dream. 
Uncle Hodgic is alive. and well and Jiving on JE 
Husman. 
Bro: Penance for the week is slanding in line of two and 
onc·half hrs. for Neil Diamond tickets. 
Susan A. - Mine eyes have seen 1he glory ... 
Can you deliver furniture? New used or abused call 
JS48 or.3761 or 3760. 
Mark· Got any good jokes lalely? Are those chess nuts 
still in your foyer? 
Neenie: If only tabletops had eyes!!! How high was 
your kick on SI. Pals Day. 
German: You're foul, gross, and disgusting ... We lo\le 
it ... The four Musketeers., _______ _ 
Michelle: Fly T.W.A. You'll always be on time ... 
Julie: Have you gotten any furniture lately? 
How to fill your c81endar in one easy lesson. Call 
M.A.K. 
Lost: one yellow umbrella. I will elernally greatful ifi1's 
rerurned. 11 was Jost in the Terrace room. Plcaseca11 or 
contact Joan Geanuracos 745·3758. 
Shell: Blow Off 
Diamond 
from page 1 
by the current student senate. 
A total of 685 students voted in 
this election. This included 314com-
muters and 371 dorm students. 
Further breakdown indicates 310 
freshmen, 203 ~ophomores, and 172 
juniors voted. 
Roofs 
from page 1 
. "Just ab~ut all of the rooins on six-
th floor Kuhlman have had bad 
leakage problems at one time or 
another," says Dave Tom. As of 
now; he estimates that three or four 
rooms are haying leakage, but he · 
i\ddedthatasmanyas 12to 14rooms 
have had problems at any one given 
time .. Replacement of the Kuhlman 
roof is expected to begin as soon as a 
contract has been awarded to the 
)West bidder. 
Page 8 
THE SYMBOL OF 
YOUR LOVE ... 
2 CANOES F ·"R 
THE COST OF 1 
Wh itewate·r ·valley 
Canoe.·Renta·ls, Inc. This will be a very special selection. We have many diamond solitaires to 
choose from. all 
·exceptional values. 
and'we have some 
very special people 
to answer all 
Rt. 52 (west edge) Brookville, lndiana/317-647-
01SCOUNT 
f() ALL 
.JCAVIF.A 
STUDt:NTS 
your questions 
and help you 
make your c:J~isron. 
B> 
~Ring 
TRIPS .. ON IN DIANA~ FAST~ST, 
MOSTSCENIC"RIVER · 
'h carat diamond 
only $199 
The.WHITEWA,TER 
DaUy·rates $5 - $6 - $1-
Group discounts available 
lllu1irallo.n enlarged to 1how detail Rental is only 50 minutes from campus via 1-74, take Brookville exit and 
follow Rt. 52· THROUGH TOWN of Brookville to west edge. Free color. 
brochure by request; phone or write: A.Ritz, Mgr.,P.O.Box 2, % rental, 
Brookvllle, lndlana 47012. .. 
GET THE GANG TOGETHER AND CAMP, 
PICNIC, PARTY ,ETC. 
THIS ARTICLE MUST BE PRESENTED FOR OFFER 
. 605 Race Street 
Cincinnati. Ohio 
tel: 621-0704 
SHJDENT 
CHARGE 
ACCOUNTS 
INVIH.0 
Private riverside campsites, islands, or huge rustic lodge can be reserv-
ed for private parties or camping . 
Valid any weekday (except holidays)- $1 off Saturday canoe rate; $2 
off Sunday canoe rates. Discounts may be applied to group rate on most. 
·trips. · 
A-9 CLIP AND SAVE - Offer does not expire 
c e
··.· 
Hidden in this diagram are the names .of 
twenty foods or snacks that go great with 
a cold Pabst. They may be spelled forwards 
or backwards, vertically or horizontally, even 
diagoriany but are always in a straight line. 
The ffrst one has .been circled to get you 
going. Your challenge is to discover and 
circle the other nineteen! · 
WVARJX 
BC.YPHOTDOG 
MDEPCOUANPLF 
MAKPIZZAMUOUHT 
E R 0 W G 0 N. P S V P I D. S 
Y U J D 0 M .E C 0 R N C H I P S 
T H N Z A K Y F · T A C 0 S B A B. 
X A CW C D S I A ·v E ;R U.B G E. 
SHR I MPRSTHPNROH I 
TTHGSEEHOQRJPBEK 
OCELNAGNCHEESETM 
ZAYABNRCHXTCWETP 
VEUKUUHIFZTGFI 
H H R X T B I P T E R A Q J: 
Ak.PSMPSALAM I. 
M L N A S M .K $ N A 
RHFCJO. 
When there's a challenge,. ·. . 
quality .makes the difference~ 
We hop.a you !!_ave some fun .with t~e challenge. . 
There's another challenge we'd like to offer you, too. 
The Pabst challenge: · · . 
. We welcome the chance to prove the quality of 
our beer. We challenge you to taste and compare. 
Pabst Blue Ribbon to any other-premium beer. You'll . 
like Pabst better. Blue Ribbon quality means the best 
tasting beer you can get: Si nee 1844 it always has. 
. . 
• 
· PABS1: Since 1844.The quality has always come through .. 
,, 1917 PABST BREWING COMPi:,NY M1h';tt~l<;!f.' w1 ... Pe:r.it1i) HC!1gl1ls Ill Nt;.v;1rk NJ LCJS l\rigr.'11!~ .cahl Pllb">! Gt..•orqia 
llBHOVclS ·v1VH SOOV1 00() 
lOH HOIMONVS SdlH::J N HSl'1 ·ScllH:J NtJOO dVlltHIS A3)!1oJn1 ~NJ)!'.)l~!.,='0~1~/31a0cl08s81n~~~~~ ·spoo~ UOPPIH 
·dOd VZZld )!V31S 'IJJOUnSV'NH Sl3ZB<ld. ll"JVlVS 3S33H~ Sdlh~ · 
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